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Membership figures from 6th February 2016 – 31st May 2016 

New members –57 

5 Year New members -2 

1 Year Renewals -106  

3 Year Renewals - 1 

5 Year Renewals - 2 

Lapsed/Dropped – 63 

Membership Numbers 922 - Central figures show 927 

For this report you will notice that the large difference we had between our membership numbers 

and Centrals figures is nearly inline. Reconciliation was done in mid-May and from that we have put 

14 new members on our system who have joined the Chapter via their booking for the International 

Symposium in Edinburgh. The 5 difference now will hopefully be a few more that we can put onto 

the UK Chapter database, Central do not inform the Chapter when a member either joins or renews 

with them which is why we do regular reconciliations .  

We have continued to have a few issues with CAB membership and confusion with emails sent from 

Central to these members who then believe they have full membership of the UK Chapter. The email 

receipts that central send members is also causing confusion and results in one or two queries a 

month from UK chapter members. 

 

 

  



 

Feedback from members not renewing. 

Thank you for your email. I have moved back to the States and recently renewed my membership 

here. I believe my affiliation has been transferred to the Northern Virginia Section. I do not plan to 

renew my UK membership. 

 

I no longer wish to continue with my membership of INCOSE UK. 

I will be maintaining my membership of the IET instead. 

 

Once my membership expires I do not wish to renew as I’ve moved to the USA and moved into a 

different industry 

Many thanks for your support during my membership 

. 

I have just begun maternity leave, do INCOSE offer a reduced membership rate for women on 

maternity leave? 

 

Thank you for advising me that my INCOSE membership is due for renewal. 

Since renewing my membership last year I have retired from paid employment and do not wish to 

renew my membership.  

 I would be grateful if you could cancel my payment by Direct Debit. 

 

Please don't renew I am now retired 

 

Thanks for your email, apologies but I have been travelling a lot recently due to changes at work, and 

in some point missed few things, including my membership renovation. 

I definitely considered the membership worthwhile and considering to renew my membership.  

Actually, I did my Engineering degree in Systems Engineering 22 years ago, and one of the main 

reasons for me to join the INCOSE membership was to certify myself to a global level as part of the 

INCOSE organization. 

Thanks indeed for your email, and will come back as soon as I can. Actually away due to work, but I 

will be back in the UK in a week time 

In reply to your question below... 



Yes membership has been useful but I didn't maximise the benefit due to constraints on my time. I 

am temporarily doing a role that takes me away from systems engineering so am parking my 

involvement with INCOSE 

 

The feedback below is not anonymous as the person requested their name be included  

Hi Sophie, 

  

Unfortunately, I have decided not to renew my membership, because when I was a member before, 

I received no value.  The group is not active and there is no visibility as to whether anyone is actually 

providing any technical leadership and direction or any insight of the vision which the group has.  In 

fact, I don't even know who's running the show and who the members are of the group.  No one has 

bothered to contact me for any advice or asked for my contribution in any matter.  I'm not aware 

that anything actually gets produced; no visibility of the groups' work.  Until this (attitude) changes, I 

will refrain from becoming a member (sorry). 

Kind regards, 

Abi 

 Mr. Abideen Tetlay, CEng FIAP FRSA MIET 

Principal Software Systems Architect  

On second thoughts, you don't have to do this anonymously in order to give more impact, but, I'll 

leave this to your discretion. 

Anyway, here's a nice link on "value": http://www.ifm.eng.cam.ac.uk/news/the-cambridge-value-

mapping-tool/%23.VvrrEWNln-Y/#.Vz7XBtRHmrX which my wife has been working on and pay 

particular attention to the questions.  That's what I mean by value.  Feel free to add this link to 

supplement my comments below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ifm.eng.cam.ac.uk/news/the-cambridge-value-mapping-tool/%23.VvrrEWNln-Y/#.Vz7XBtRHmrX
http://www.ifm.eng.cam.ac.uk/news/the-cambridge-value-mapping-tool/%23.VvrrEWNln-Y/#.Vz7XBtRHmrX


New Members comments 

Reasons For Joining INCOSE How I Heard About INCOSE 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT INCOSE WEBSITE 

Share and gain awareness of best practice and techniques. Colleagues 

As recently appointed head of degree for Systems and 

Information Engineering I have discovered that the 'Systems 

Engineering' I identified with practicing in industry is not 

delivered to undergraduates who call themselves 'general' 

or 'integrated' engineer 

 

Other systems engineering 

professionals. 

 

To understand the various methods and in the course to 

provide value engineering within the System. Also, 

expecting to have discussion among the other members 

working across other domain that would help/integrate 

various domain. From colleague. 

I am the head of profession for Systems Engineering within 

Amec Foster Wheeler and my role is to develop a defined 

systems engineering capability from a generic engineering 

organisation 

Amec Foster Wheeler is a corporate 

member 

  

I receive this Information through 

browsing internet and I felt interested 

to join the team. Also I feel capable as a 

member due to my professionand long 

term associated with engineering 

professional associated in Canada and 

the UK 

Systems Engineering is an essential part of my day-to-day 

activity and I need to keep abreast of what`s happing in this 

field. I wish to improve my Systems Engineering 

competence. 

Airbus has made me aware of INCOSE, 

and I can see its relevance to my day-to-

day work. 

To deepen my knowledge of SE and enhance my career 

potential. Web 

Access to INCOSE online resources (good SE resources are 

scarce online plus lots of variation) ; curiosity about what 

benefits I would find from being a member ; professional 

standing from being associated with the international 

authority on SE. 

Through colleagues and internet 

searches for SE material. 



Reasons For Joining INCOSE How I Heard About INCOSE 

To expand my system engineering knowledge and increase 

productivity at work. To support my application for CSEP. 

From Airbus CSEP programme and from 

Colleagues. 

Professional development and access to a Systems 

Engineering community and material. Work colleague 

Interest on systems engineering and for continuous 

professional development. IRSE events 

I am Network Rail's Lead Systems Engineer, delivering £2bn 

programme of railway enhancement 

Attended events and developed a 

competency matrix adopting the 

INCOSE profiles 

I have recently changed companies from a large 

organisation to a much smaller one. I have been taken on to 

increase and formalise my new companies Systems 

Engineering capability. I have previously been an associate 

of the IMechE but it is now more appropriate 

During my employment with MoD I 

attended a Systems Engineering module 

at Shrivenham which introduced 

INCOSE. 

To be professionally recognised for my Systems Engineering 

skills. 

During my time at Cranfield University 

studying Systems Engineering for 

Defence Capability. 

To be recognised as a qualified systems engineer Though MoD & Cranfield University 

To become a CSEP. Through work. 

Networking and CPD Previous member 

To build relationships with the SE community outside 

healthcare in order to assist the diffusion of professional SE 

capability into the NHS. 

Via introduction to an INCOSE UK 

member who is now working in the 

NHS. 

To acquire professional qualification that formalises and 

represents my system engineering knowledge. Through my work at Atlas Elektronik UK. 

 Join an interest group(MBSE) 

My role within my current job has evolved into one that is 

become more systems focussed. I have developed strong 

experience in systems engineering practices. Becoming a 

member of a recognised Systems Engineering institution 

such as INCOSE is a logical a 

I have a number of industry and 

academic contacts who are either 

Systems Engineering practitioners who 

attend or participate in INCOSE events, 

such as symposiums or industry events. 

Furthermore, I have used the INCOSE 

online publications for reference ma 



I am a time served aircraft apprentice, with City and Guilds 

in Production Engineering at Bournemouth Technical 

College. I have an HND in Production Engineering from 

Dorset Institute of Higher Education (Now Bournemouth 

University) 

I have been working as an Enterprise 

Architect and Systems Engineer for 

many years. I want to learn from the 

experience of other members. 

Professional development and access to courses and 

qualifications Work colleagues 

Currently working towards a BSc from the Open University. 

It will be completed by the end of 2017. I am not currently 

employed. 

To gain a better understanding of 

Systems Engineering. I've been involved 

with the design of very complex 

integrated system design. I would be 

very interested to learn a better way of 

doing it through information from 

system specialists. 

  

To further my understanding of systems 

engineering, and learn how other 

industries apply systems engineering. 

Developing common language for working with other SEs.   

I have practiced as an assurance-oriented freelance 

consultant since 1999, after receiving training and working 

on railway signalling and telecommunications as a BR 

graduate engineer, project engineer and project manager. 

Through work activity, I am familiar with 

I can see that I need to be registered 

with INCOSE to focus the balance of my 

career on safety-related systems 

engineering activities at a senior level. I 

heard of INCOSE through fellow 

industry contacts. 

I have worked in the Systems Engineering field specifically 

for the last 4 years but also in an SE capacity as part of 

various roles for an additional 5 years. I have been worried 

about applying to join INCOSE and not being seen as 

academic enough to d 

Many of my peers are members and so I 

have been aware of the council for 

many years through word of mouth. 

I'm part of a team introducing systems engineering tools 

and methodologies across a large semiconductor company. 

I'd like to take the opportunity to help develop a network of 

Systems Engineers across the UK (particularly in Scotland!) 

to support these act 

Google search - had previously heard 

about the handbook 

To work with INCOSE UK 

Colleagues at the University of 

Birmingham 

Required to renew CSEP Moving to UK and want to connect 

with community   



Reasons For Joining INCOSE How I Heard About INCOSE 

CSEP certification Colleague 

I want a more systems engineering focus that IET doesn't 

provide 

INCOSE is promoted at work as one of 

the professional bodies applicable to 

engineers 

To expand my knowledge of and create contacts in the 

world of systems engineering. Through colleagues at work. 

I rec'd systems engineering some years ago now, and since 

then have worked on several projects involving a 'whole-

system' approach. More recently I'm working for a client 

developing the Rail Technical Strategy, Capability Delivery 

Plan (RTS:CDP), including 

Fellow programme colleagues and 

during training 

Newly appointed member on company SE Working Group 

and Systems Discipline Lead for business unit.   

Increase knowledge in Systems Engineering.Interested in 

SysML and MBSE approach to SE. Become a professional in 

Systems Engineering. 

Working with Organisations like BAE 

Systems 

I would like to achieve System Engineering certification (ie 

CSEP) Colleagues 

In my career so far I have found it hard to identify myself as 

a traditional "Mechanical Engineer" as I deal with many 

types of engineering components, or systems. I work a lot 

with Simulation and modelling of physical systems and this 

combines controls, 

Through my work with Model Based 

Design and internet searches. 

CSEP certification   

Engineering chartership and access to recognised Systems 

Engineering good practise materials Through members of INCOSE at work 

Working more and more on Systems Engineering/MBSE and 

have been considering for a while. Cheaper to join the 

yearly symposium! Through previous employer, years ago. 

SE Competency Framework and advice/guidance to become 

chartered and recognised professionally as a Systems 

Engineer word of mouth 

I'm passionate about developing my career as a Systems 

Engineer. In the short team, I would like to work towards 

I've worked with other INCOSE 

members (at Rolls-Royce and Atlas 



both ASEP/CSEP status with INCOSE and CEng with IET. I 

believe undertaking both of these will help me develop and 

demonstrate my engineering s 

Elektronik UK). They have all been very 

positive about INCOSE and the 

opportunities it provides. 

To improve myself and help my new role within Airbus of 

understanding and implementing Model Based Systems 

Engineering within the Fuel and Inerting Systems area Not sure, aware of for a long time. 

 


